
 

 

We recently heard that Ms. Frizzle, not known for missing an opportunity for science fun, will take her Magic School 

Bus® and be joining Clifford with two new kits of her own this year! We are excited to have the opportunity to review 

one of these kits for you! 

We choice to review the Kitchen Science kit … more specifically the … Clifford The Big Red Dog Kitchen Science Kit 

Clifford knows the kitchen can be a very intriguing place beyond a place to grab snacks and drinks. His friend Emily 

Elizabeth guides young scientists through captivating experiments with catchy titles such as test tube explosion, making 

slime, crystal star, crystal art, milk glue, colored celery, waking up fungus, fungus eats bananas, fungus in a tube, sticky 

ice, upside down trick, crystal garden, and exploding volcano. Young Scientists will feel like real scientists when they use 

the included colorful lab tray, measuring cup, test tubes, and funnel to perform their experiments! For • Ages 3+ • $19.99 

   

The kids heard exploding volcano and couldn’t wait to try the kitchen experiments out. We had to delay activities by one 

evening because of some yard work we had to get done and we had three completely bummed out kids. Who knew 

science could be so exciting that the kids would be sad to not do it? Can you see how excited they were to get started?!  

I personally loved seeing their excitement with my engineering background. We recently did a Math and Science Night at 

Grace’s school and I have to admit this kit has some great experiment ideas that are perfect for the Kindergarten through 

2nd grade age group! 

As I said they loved the exploding volcano. The test tube explosion was fun with more explosion happening. The kids 

laughed and laughed at me when I told them to please not blow the house up! I love hearing that laughter! They also loved 

coming up with a hypothesis (but we didn’t call it that for our 3-6 year old age range … we just said guess) on what would 

happen to the celery in the colored water. Grace, our 1st grader, cheated and read the direction sheet and was then all 

proud she knew the right answer! Guess we should expect that with her love of reading! 

Which activity do you think your kids would love the most from the Kitchen Science Kit? 

At just $19.99 – $39.99 a piece, scientifically-inclined kids can get their paws on any one of the five new kits from The 

Young Scientists Club this Spring.  
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